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Seeking Hekate 

Hekate (with a k, the Greek spelling) is generally believed to be from Karia in Asia Minor, brought to 

Greece near the time of Hesiod, the noted author of The Theogony, which gives one of the first known 

surviving accounts of Hekate and her powers, along with Homer’s Hymn to Demeter . She was known 

and honored throughout Greece to varying degrees and in varying roles. 

Today we have a host of perspectives on Hekate. Some of them reflect historical understandings of her 

and many do not. That however is not a problem, in itself. The issue arises when modern gnosis 

masquerades as ancient. In addition, many Neo-Pagan perspectives on Hekate maintain a very narrow 

gaze, trapped in late antiquity. Moreover, in our rush to create the next two-page encyclopedia style 

entry on Hekate, much of the information available about her through Neo-Pagan publications has lost 

its depth of meaning in the socio-cultural translation. 

Most Popular Modern (Mis)Conceptions 

Triple Goddess: Maiden, Mother, Crone 

Many Neo-Pagans envision Hekate as a triple goddess, fitting into the Maiden, Mother, Crone 

archetype. At times her three forms in themselves are said to mirror these aspects, however, at other 

times she is placed into the Maiden-Mother Crone-triplicate with some combination of the following 

goddesses: Selene, Demeter, Kore-Persephone, and Artemis.  

Dark Goddess of Witches 

Common Neo-Pagans conceptions of Hekate represent her as a terrifying Dark Goddess of Witches 

leading night-time rites attended by witches, ghosts, daemons, and other wild, marginal beings. This 

image of Hekate, which dominates many contemporary Pagans’ perception of this awesome goddess, 

actually came to prominence in late antiquity.  

Crossroads Goddess 

In addition, Hekate is often painted as the goddess who aids us in navigating the various paths of our 

lives and making critical decisions, goddess of crossroads. Few are attentive to the multifaceted 

significance of crossroads in ancient Greece and how understanding this can deepen the meanings that 

we attribute to the Crossroads and to Hekate’s involvement with them.  

Hekate’s Early (800 BCE to 300 BCE) Roles 

Hekate Propolos – The Attendant Who Leads  
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In this aspect, Hekate led Persephone up from and down into the Underworld. This passage was one of 

the most profound in Greek myth and formed the foundation for the Eleusinian Mysteries. The 

Attendant Who Follows was the counterpart role to Propolos. In this capacity, Hekate followed 

Persephone up from and down into the Underworld. Together, they are a testament to Hekate’s 

apotropaic character. She was guide and protector to Kore-Persephone. 

Hekate Phosphoros – The Light Bringer 

Generally, Hekate is depicted carrying twin torches, using them to illuminate the dark or show the way 

in an otherwise unclear situation. She was referenced in this aspect in the Hymn to Demeter where she 

guides Demeter on her search for Persephone. 

Hekate Kourotrophos – Nurse of the Young 

Hekate was linked to childbirth, facilitating the passage of the child from the womb to into the world. 

Like so many of Hekate’s roles, this is one that she shared with many other goddesses (e.g. Artemis). 

Hekate Propylaia – The One Before the Gates 

She was honored in early antiquity as a guardian at the gate, the averter of evil who watched over the 

gates (particularly of Athens). Hekate also had a place at the entrance to some temples and sanctuaries 

(e.g., the Parthenon) as well as the threshold of people’s homes. She protected the home and its 

residents from wayward spirits and a host of other beings that might threaten them. 

Hekate Chthonia – The One of the Earth 

Hekate was often referenced as a chthonic or earthly goddess. In literature she was at times depicted as 

rising from the earth or residing in a cave. Hekate’s offerings within public cult were given in the 

standard way for a chthonic deity (burned in a pit dug in the earth or libations tipped over and allowed 

to spill out directly onto the ground). 

Hekate Enodia – The One at the Crossroads 

Ancient crossroads were places were three roads met to form a liminal space that was part and parcel of 

each road but that was fully none of them. It was a space apart. As a result, a few different kinds of 

ritual were customary in these uncertain spaces: protection, purification, and magic (discussed in the 

following section). Hekate’s protection was sought at these places because baneful beings were thought 

to gather there. The Hekate Deipnon (Deipna, plural) was commonly executed at crossroads for this 

purpose. Crossroads were often used for ritual purification (the release of miasma or pollution) as well. 

Pollution dumping was associated with the crossroads, not necessarily with Hekate. So, deipna and the 

refuse of purification rites should not be confused with one another. 

Hekate’s Late Roles (300 BCE through 100CE) 

Hekate Nyktipolos – The Night Wanderer 
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The night was a wild and dangerous time during which many wayward spirits wandered and magic was 

performed. Hekate was a child of Night (Nyx) and secondarily a goddess of ghosts so she was at times 

described as wandering the night. 

Hekate Skylakagetis – The Leader of Dogs 

Dogs were her most sacred animal and were often sacrificed to her.  Dogs also heralded her approach in 

many literary pieces of the period. 

Anassa Eneroi – Queen of the Dead 

Hekate was conceptualized as queen of the restless dead, the souls forbidden from or unable to make 

the transition from the upperworld to Hades, or those souls and daimons with special permission to 

move freely between the two realms. Note: the (restless) dead were central to many magical operations 

in the ancient world. 

Hekate Trioditis – The One of the Three Ways 

In the hymns of the Greek Magical Papyri, she was often invoked as a goddess of the crossroads. The 

crossroads were liminal spaces – populated by ghost, certain spirits, and daimons - and consequently 

were common sites for nocturnal magic. Hekate, being of the crossroads, came to be identified with 

magic and its associated spirits in late antiquity. 

Hekate Kleidouchos – The Key Holder 

At various points in late antiquity, Hekate was identified as the Keeper of Keys to Hades (particularly in 

the Chaldean Oracles but also in period literature. This title was also applied to her as a goddess of 

magic because she could grant or deny access to any number of magical processes. 

Hekate Soteira – The Savior 

For the Chaldeans, Hekate was the cosmic world soul, guide, and intermediary between the realm of 

mortals and the realm of the gods. She had the power to elevate the soul after death. Hekate was the 

goddess of the Chaldean mystics and the savior of those who sought after her mysteries. 

Synthesis: Bringing It Together 

Ultimately, through all of the roles and symbolism, a few things have remained fairly consistent. Hekate 

is a goddess associated strongly with liminality, transitions, and transformation. These three core 

elements animate her many roles, driving her myriad layers of “functionality”. 

Working with Hekate Today 

A Word About Her Personality 

Many experience Hekate as firm but generally not unreasonable. Others have a much warmer 

relationship with her. Still others have all of these experiences in their turn.  
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Like most deities, she appreciates honesty and forthrightness as well as respect from those who would 

approach her. She generally frowns on be commanded, summoned, or otherwise disrespected. 

Hekate also tends to appreciate it when her devotees do their homework (both scholarly and magical). I 

have found that she will respond to flowery, archaic language as well as more simplistic contemporary 

language in invocations/hymns. What she seems to care most about is that the language be genuine to 

the person you are and that you make a concerted effort. 

Spiritual and Magical Praxis 

Hekate tends to appreciate regular devotional work from those who want to build a relationship. For 

example, you could: maintain a doorway shrine to her; write a series of invocations, songs or chants in 

her honor; talk to her regularly; light a candle at a particular time of the day or month; start a garden for 

your magical herbs dedicated to and blessed by her; memorize an ancient hymn; begin a study group in 

her honor; begin a magical group in her honor; take on the care of an intersection (modern crossroads) 

near your home; celebrate the deipnon; ponder her mysteries out doors on a clear starry night; or, 

anything else that feels right and that allows you to feel connected to her and involved in her Work. 

Invite her into your seasonal rituals, rites of passage, and spell work, where it seems appropriate. 

Hekate tends to be comfortable in a number of different spiritual and magical paradigms. 

With regard to offerings, I have found that she enjoys red wine, honey, liquors (high proof/flammable), 

hearty breads, garlic, eggs, cheeses, dark fruits, night-blooming flowers, mugwort, wormwood, chicory 

root, and patchouli. 

Mystical Pursuits (Seeking Epiphany) 

I have found that the following sequence brings me closer to Hekate, and allows for a measure of 

mystical connection when both she and I are willing to let it happen.  

1) Execute physical, mental, and spiritual relaxation and purification rites. As a part of this process, 

reduce the fear that the space between you and Hekate is substantial and irreconcilable (It helps me to 

acknowledge that mysticism is not new and others do this Work regularly across multiple cultural and 

spiritual contexts). 

2) Engage in devotional work and prayer/communication with Hekate 

3) Once thoroughly centered, relaxed, and properly cleansed, speak aloud or whisper 

invocations/prayers to Hekate. This step in my process reaches out to her, specifies my intent, and 

invites her presence. 

4) Enter a trance state via a method that feels comfortable (usually rhythmic swaying/rocking, 

humming/droning, deep patterned breathing, many times the deity invocations themselves are enough 

to put me into a trance state). The deeper the trance the fuller the mystical experience of union is for 

me.  
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A Few Notes: Give yourself time because lots of barriers within you have to crumble before deity can be 

Present or before you are open enough to notice. Don’t try to force it, because you can’t. Deities have 

free will (duh!); they will either decide that today is the day or they will not. Also, just because Hekate 

does not Appear to you at any given moment does not mean another will not. No matter what, a 

(mutually consented) relationship with Hekate usually needs to be cultivated first, especially for folks 

who do not shift consciousness and/or experience energy easily. 
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